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'Reel Reviews
by Dave Snnche:l;
The State theater is to be appll1llded for presenting a movie bill
wh. ich. ·.is stimU!lItin g! entertaining,
and foremo~thof adut quality. No.
torious as t is movie house has
been in playing to the tastes of the
matinee crowds, this week an
abrupt change is evident.
The juxtllPosition of John Buston'a superb mystery-comedy, Bellt
the Devil, with the UPA cartoon
depicting Poe's short story, The
Tell-Tale Heart, shows intelligent
selection of notable taste.
Our average movie fan should
not expect to be entertained by the
usual slapstick comedy presentation of a mystery plot. Absent are
the farcical chases, dull stooges,
and knife bedecked corpses. and in
• their place is a sensitive, tongue-incheek portrayal of the modern uranium deposit swindlers. The plot is
sketchy and often confused, but the
excellent acting by both notables
and extras, and superior photog. raphy well compensates for this
neglect.
Robert Modey, of Gilbert and
Sullivan fame, shows his superb
versatility in the role of the ringlead'er, and the movie is worth seeing pUl'ely from the standpoint of
observing this nctor's chnmeleonfacial expressions.
Peter Lorre and Marco Tulli
make excellent cohorts of Morley,
but an actor named Ivor Barnnl,'d
steals quite a few scenes in the
pnrt of a supposed British major
turned tOl·pedo. The least applause
should be reserved for the hendliner, Mr. Bogart, who never seems
to be quite in place with the rest of
the actors. The mood of the picture
npparently escaped him.
From the feminine side, Jenifer
Jones returns to the screen as the
blonde wife of a stuffy Englishman.
She looks quite bedrnggled throughout the picture, in contrast with
one of the latest Italian imports,
Miss G~na Lollobrigida.
One cannot say this Tuscan is n
superior actress, but with the
proper cnmera angles and n good
dress designer, Mr. Huston has
managed to avoid this fnct quite
tactfully.
The cartoon is very good, for
those who enjoy the UPA IIrt t:ype.
It is .narrated by JameS Mason and
there is no attempt to mnke a farce
of Poe's superb story. Instead it is
merely a sensitive pictorial representation of a mystery, and thou~h
the kiddies will probably be qUite
pU:l;zled when they see it. the com.
pany is to he lauded for ignoring
the sticlcy-fingered, bawling clientele,and plensinlr the mature moviegoer instead.
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One letter simply stands for'another. In this example A Is used
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Yesterday's Cryptoquote: A LITTLE MORE THAN KIN, AND
LESS THAN KIND-SHAKESPEARE.

lOBO'ARTS THEATRE

DI.lrlbuled by KIn .. F.a1ure. SyndIcate

NOW SHOWING THRU SUNDAY

A Story Of Fascinating Adventure
".",. In A Strange And Beautiful
,Land!
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ACTING IN "BLACK NARCISSUS" IS
OUTSTANDING

CAME!

DEBORAH KERR-Gives a splendid performance as the Sister
. Superior.
,
JEAN SIMMONS-Recently seen in "THE ROBE," is very noteworthy: Her part does not call for her to speak a single
word, yet ~he dominates every scene she is in.

..

SABU-Is the bejewelled prince's son nnd, ln his first role as a
,
native in his own country.
.
.

DAVID FARRAR-Is excellent in the difficult role of the British
Agent.'.
KATHLEEN BYRON - Previously seen in "STAIRWAY TO
HEAVEN," is startlingly effective as the Sister who abjures'her vows and seeks again the world of temptations.

Susan

STARTS MONDAY AT THE L()BO
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GERARD PHILIPE in

CABOT
tol" by

SPECIAL IN CINEMASCOPE.
"ALOHA NUl"
HAWAIIAN BOLIDAY
CARTOON --NEWS
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HECKLE & JACKLE
CARTOON
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LATEST NE~S

"FAN 'FAN THE TULlP"
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. BX BILL THORN
It was a blenk and somber day in
Electronville when they laid poor
BY IMA MECH
Mollie to rest. AU the higher ele_
ments, to which Mollie hnd beIf a person wants to be an engilonged, were there, along with their neer he must gO,to a university and
little fusion-products. Even some of get a degree. People won't hire
the lower elements had crept in and him without one.
now sat listening ns the pracher reSo, each year hundreds of stucounted Mollie's good deeds.
dents enroll nt the University of
" • • • I nnd I also rememner the
Mexico, wiith the hope of
time (sniff) thnj; poor Mollie. God New
someday
becoming engineers. The
rest her soul, almost split when student's first
semester is quite an
that big electron from Protonville experience. He (I say "he" because
slapped her on the back at a dance. very few girls study enltineering)
Ah, yes. She was ns good an ele- takes trig, algebra, chemistry, me- .
ment as ever was, nnd now may she chanical drawing and English.
rest in. pence (snif-f-f)."
By the end of the first semester
Sad wasn't it? But let's go back
many
a "hopeful engineer" has deand see just what kind of an element he really was. Right after she cided that maybe engineering isn't
was born it wns discovered that she as easy as he thought it would be.
was negntive and very active But if he is really chicken, he will
(hence the "she") so her parents, transfer to Arts and Science or
G. T. Senborg and Associates, Business Administration where he
named her Californium M. Cule, won't have to study to get n degree.
Mollie for short. She grew fast and (1 don't thinlt that even the engifuriously and soon found out that neers who flunk out are dumb
her combined negativity and radio- enough to switch to Fine Arts.)
The engineer who survives the
actiyity made her extremely attrac_
tive to all the positive metal ions. freshman yenr has a big decision
Soon .bel' address and phone, U- to make. It is probably the most
important decision in his cnreer. He
23/j-ext. 2, were all over town.
Her downfall was in taking a job must decide on the type of engi_
in a local night club. Her curvacious neering that he wants to go into.
nucleus and radioactive gamma
At U.N.M. there are architecturays used to light up all the inert ral, civil, electrical, chemical and
gases and for that matter all the mechanical engineering offered. You
customers.
might even include industrial arts
Then one night there came a as engineeling (commonly called
loose and lonely Sodium Atom. He the Rest Home.
became· charged by the rays and
The one who doesn't know any
asked her if he could take her home. be.tter will go into civil engineering.
His positiveness a.ttracted her and Be becomes a surveyor. Some even
she said yes. On the way home, go into electrical or chemicnl engiafter a short eharge of electricity, neering. The more intelligent ones
they parked. It wns just too much go into Mechanical Engineering.
for poor Mollie, a good girl at This is the best kind of engineering.
heart, and in the warm atmosphere Incidently, I am a. Mechnnical
she was oxidized.
. Engineer.
You know the rest, God bless her
The sop11Omore Mechanical Ensoul.
.
gineer is in a rather unusual position in life. For the first time. he
really begins to learn engineering.
He takes foundry, welding and machine shop to lenrn the basic processes of manufacture. His materials
.. Rightley-"This, of course, is and materials lab courses teach
him the composition and uses of all
true."
Continued on page 5
Grace-uI believe you have
enough to keep you busy."
Skoglund-UA pound is a pound
is a pound."
Ford-"I remember when I wns
up in Montana•••."
Dutton-uI'm not too sure about
Can Can dancers will transform
this."
building
T-20 into a Parisian cafe
FarriS-UNO! I won't give gradduring the Cosmopolitan club's "an
uation credit for that!"
in Paris" party next Sat. Martinez-"Well, uh,-that's not Evening
urday. The party will begin at 9
quite right either."
p.m. and last until midnight with
Foss-"You've got to get theSe two
floor shows nt 10 and 11.
principles fixed in your mind."
Students
who wish to come to the
Wagner-UI see we don't have party will be
admitted for 50 cents.
much time so we'll go ahead."
Member.s
will
be admitted free.
Radosevich-"You're not using
Other nttractions at the party
yoU'r cabeza."
candlelit tables, flower girls,
May-"When I was working on '" are:
Apache dancers, singing waiters
Shasta Dam. • • ."
cognac Napoleon.
Zwoyer-"U u u h h h-! I don't nnd
Ail club members are to attend
know."
the regular meeting tomo1'row
night at 8 p.m. in Mitchell hall.

,

.

•

Can Can Dancers
Perform Saturday

High School Heads
To Confer in April
The annual sprin$' conference of
secondary schoolpl'mcipals in New
Mexico will be held on the campus
of the University of New Mexico
April 16 and 17.
The conference wiII be under the
direction of A. C; Woodburn. president of the New Mexico Association
of secondary school princi\lals, and
will be held in Bldg. T-20 at the
University.
Dr. Wilson H. Ivins, associate
professor of educntion at UNM ,viI!
be in charge of one of the workshpP
: periods at the conference which will
consider problllms. pertaining to the
administration of,New Mexico high
schools.
More than 50 New Mexico high
school principals are expected to
attend.

"""jlM~S GEMS
Green:, ~i;ra'i;jrl! anI! about
Iii

appetlzlng.
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Employment Drop
Predicted in U. S.
By Old
. Speci(]lists

Engineer Thinks
That His Courses
Are the Hardest

Familiar Ouotes

THRU
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-

I
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A Cryptogram Quotation

CIHEMAS(OPE

(

I

I

A X Y D ,I.. B A A X It

BIG

'(
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I

DAILY CRYPTOQUOrE-Here's how to work it:

X

"The Voice of a Great Southwestern University"
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 1954

ae Ines

FEATURE 12 :55 - 2 :45 - 4 :35 - 6 :25 - 8 :15 -10 :'05

ALL STAR
COMEDY

EXICO Lo..-.-

•

I''''

~ ?&

EW

Vol. LVI

""

THRU
THURSDAY

•

Phi Delta Theta pledges elected
Bruce Dawley as pledge class president Monday nigpt. Frank :Ewing

Engineer's Issue

.

'iUE
NOW
FEATURE
12:00 -2:04 - 4:08- 6:12

will serve as secretary, Jerry Yow_
ell, social chairman, Jim Haggerton, chorister, and Bill Grone, sergeant-at-arms. The number of
pledges rose to 16 with the nddition
of Bob Thomas.

Phi Delt Pledges Elect
Bruce Dawley President

Relellse Thuraday, Jan.S, 1953

This article was published in the
Pittsburgh. Press, November 1,
1932. I,t will be noted that this fotecast was mnde by engineers. If one
should look at conditions today, he
would undOUbtedly agree that the
engineets were II little wiser 20
yenrs ngo than even they thought
they were.
' ,

And it turns out that X=X

God's Gift to Man Engineers Explain
Is the Engineer College's Courses
BY SA?I MOORE
And all mankind was weary from
long hours and his muscles were
sore from his many heavY labors.
He lamented loud and long and
his clies ascended even unto the
places of the Gods and they held·
council.
They chose from among the
tribes of man certain men who
possessed great knowledge nnd
gave unto them a sliderule nnd
tables and handbooks. These men
they sent into the wilderness and
most desolate places of the earth
and they practiced their handiwork
and it prospered, and they were
cnlled Engineers.
Before these mighty men nature
yielded her strength and became
their slave.
One man said, "I shall be called
Mechanical" and he took from the
bowels of the eal-th metals and minernls from which he made mighty
and swift chariots and built fac.
tories nnd harnessed the elements
to the plow'that man might have
more ease.
Another sald, "I shall be called
Civil, and I shall build an house for
man to enjoy his leisure." With his
labors he built whole communities
in places of desolation and gave
them many springs of fresh water
and disposed of their wastes. These
many cities he connected with brand
highways and shiny rails so that
man might meet his neighbors nnd
know him afar off.
'
In his labors Civil called to his
aid Architectural whose desire it
was to surround mankind with
beauty that he might recognize enContinued on page 5

Engineers' Proclamation
Whereas Saint Patrick has long been recognized as ye
Patron Saint of all ye Engineers, and whereas, March 17 has
long been held as a day in His honor, and whereas St. Patrick
held in contempt aU ye scholars of ye Arts and Sciences, IT IS
HEREBY PROCLAIMED by ye Loyal Sons of St. Patrick:
A HOLIDAY
Warning is hereby given to ye scholars of ye said Arts and
Sciences to show your homage by "wearing of the green."
Violators will be held and tried by the Royal COlirt of
MECCA. Being found guilty they shall be punished inaccol'd
with the will of the court.
AU ye. Engineers are commanded to be present at th~ tea
party this afternoon and at the dimce this weekena.

.'

For the benefit oi those poor lost
stUdents who have not been fortunate enough to have taken engi_
neering, here is what the enlightened engineers learn in the specific
departments.
Architectural Engineering:
How to utilize pleasing curves in
homemaking.
Chemical Engineering:
Bow to build a. still, and how to
mnke a physical and chemical analysis of beer.
CiviI Enginee~ing:
How to make a structural analysis of a strapless 'evening gown
duting the bunny-hop, and how to
get more chuck-holes in streets.
Electrical Engineerinz:
H<Jw to test the resistanee of lipstick, nnd how to find the points of
least resistance.
Medtanical Engineering:
How to conduct a heat transfer
expe11ment on the East Mesa and
how to nnalyze the relative motion
between the "Kappa" and "Sigma"
on girls' jeans.
Industrial Arts:
That some precious metals nre
hard to handle, but all may be melted wi.th proper temp,erature cont~ol.
Brmg nny questIOns concernmg
the above to its author, John Farris,
or to his consulting engineer, Jack
Ehlen.

USCF Officers for '54
To Be Elected Thursday
Members of the United Student
Christian Fellowship will vote for
officel's for the spring and fall semesters, 1954, Thursday in SUB 6
and at the supper forum that night.
. Candidates running for presi.
dent, s<!Cretary and treasurer are
Janet Barnes. Patty Stewart, Mari.
lyn Carson and Tom Jackson. Only
members who hnve paid their dues
in full are eligible to vote. Voting
will take place in SUB 6 from 8:30
ll.m. to 4 :30 p.m. and in Bldb. T-20
from 5:30 to 7:30.
The Rev. Clarence Parr of the
First Congregational Church is
slated to be the principal speaker
at the USCF supper forum Thursday night. After a supper,served at
5:30, Rev. Parr will speak on "Students and the Church-Local nnd
World-wide!' USCF supper forums
ai'e held every Thursday nt 5:30 in
Bldg. 1'·20,
This week's noontime worship
sei-vices are heing. conducted by
Rollie Ferdinand; They are held
Mondays, WedneSdays and Fridays
at 12:30 in SUB 6.

Man in the United States hns
nearly conquered the machine.
There is only enough work for all
if each person works four hours
a day for four days a week. Under
our present set-up, even if it were
restored to the 1929 boom produc_
tion rate (before the d. epresslon) J
only one-half of the unem'Ployoo
could be given Work.
These conclusions, coupled with
the warning that "we are fllced
with the threat of national bankruptcy and perhaps gencrnl chaos
within 18 months," nrc presented
by n report on recent engineering
research in technological changes,
given in the November issue of
"The New Outlook."
The ten year study which haa
led to these preliminnry conclusion a
was made by n group of engineers
into the North American production of energy nnd work over a lon,g
period. The engineers term thelr
organization "Technocracy."
Using sensational examples of
the displacement of mnn-labor by
machinery, the engineers nssert
that we are coming nearer to the
elimination of all human emploY'luent. Huge steel rolling mills in
which not a man is employed on
the floor fue cited Brick makers for
more thnn 5,000 yea):'s IIveraged 450
bricks a day, now. It brick plant
produces 400,000 bricks a day pcr
mnn employed. In pig iron production, one man can 00 In one hour.
what it t(lok him £50 hours to do 50
years ago.
What these changes mean to society, civilizntion and the "price
system," whereby goods are exchanged on tho basis of some commodity such as silver nnd g'oldis tl'cmandou3 the engineers say.
All social probiems have changed to
a point where, they can be dealt
with only on a continental senle.
"Technocracy"
asserts
that
"sharing will certainly not increase
the purchasing power and industry
cannot"move until the purchasing
power is raised. One pie is merely
cut into eight pieces inatead of
four."

Chemical Analysis
Of Female Women
ELEMENT: Woman
SYMBOL: Wo
ACCEPTED ATOMIC WEIGlIT:
120
OCCURRENCE;: Found whor,ever man exists. Seldom in the
free state. With few. exceptions,
the combined state preferred.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES: All
colors, sizes, and forms. UsuaHy in
distinguished condition. Boils at
nothing. However, melts when
properly treated. Very bitter if not
well used.
C HEM rCA L PROPERTIES:
Very active. ,Great affinity £01' gold,
silver, platinum. and precious.
stones. Violllm.t reaction if left
alone. Ability to llbsorb great
amounts of expensive iood at any
time. Sometimes yields to preSSUre.
Tums green When placed beside a
bettor looking specimen. Ages
rapidly.
USES: Highly ornamental. Wide
application in the arts of domestic
science. Useful as a tonic, in treatment of sadness and low spirits.
Equalizes the distribution of
wealth. Is probably the most powerful (ineome) reducing agent
known.
CAUTIQNl lIighly EXPLOSIVE
When in inexperienced hands.
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The Slip Stick Idiots . .•

Letters
To The Editor

Traditionally, the St. Patdck's day issue of the Lobo is
devoted to the engineers. The engineers made their proClamation, which is printed on page one. We hereby make ours.
We, the Lobo staff, do not accept any responsibility for this
.
fiasco. It was written by and for engineers.
OPINIONS IfXPRIr881lD IN LIr7"1'IlRS
'1'0 '1'9& EDITOR DO NOT NECESSAR.
Since they have declared themselves the foes of the Arts IL7RBPRlfSBN'I'
THOSB 0]1" '1'88
LOBO.
and Sciences college, we don't have the slightest twinge of consCience about laying the blame for this green mess at their feet. DeI~ !~~~~ce to yOU1' most comWe don't feel badly anyway, because it is their doing.
mendable editorial of last Thurs. We were assured that they would suPP.ly. us with material day. "Temperl1mental Hams or
Frustrated Financiers?"
for the paper. This they did, but we can't print the word that
You question the motives of ihe
describes what kind of material it is.
Rodey group in its non-cooperation
with you. There is another pal'!; to
The 'engineers pride themselves on planning. We suppose this non_coopel'ation which not
that when it comes to designing sewers and such, they are only infects Rodey, but all other
artistic departments on this camall right. When it comes to Journalism, or anything else 0 t her pus.
than engineering, they should not be seen or heard.
There is little or no connection
The slip stick idiots have furnished the world with the ,d:!°c~g d;~~~~n:;.u¥~, f~~~mthe~~
means to destroy itself. We were quite content with killing our- '. seems to be a disdainful approach
used towards anyone from another
Selves off with bombs and bullets, but not these narrow people.
department.
You may think that we shouldn't call them narrow. But if you
Why should a rift exist between
will read their oWn analysis of themselves (page five under The departments? Is it because the people concerned are too "small" to
Gospel of st. Joe) you can see what we mean. They can't even accept another approach? Why is
think 'of a woman without reference to a formula. A kiss to there no connection between student I!omposition in music and stuthem is to test the poor girl's lip viscosity! We may be crazy, dent composition in dance? Why
but we're not that bad. DFM
•
doesn't the drama department use

,,

AE Deportment

Speech Contests
Offers Designing Open to Freshmen
Fol' the benefit of aspiling stuThe Freshman Speech contests.
dents who have related the artistic sponsored annuallr. by the departwith the science of engineering, the ment of speech. WIll begin April :1-5
Architeetural dept. offers a design this year. Finals are scheduled for
curriculum of 24 semester hours April 19-20.
credit, which is equivalent to the
Five trophies have been donated
design curriculum of noted schools for winners of the following events:
throughout the country. For those original oratory. oral interpretathat have been misinformed, the tion. extemporaneous speech, radio
Architectural Engineering dept. is announcing, and debate.
announcing that it is fully accreditTrophies will be inscribed with
ed by the Engineering Council for winners' names and placed in the
Professional Development.
speech department trophy case in
In the. design lab the architec- Mitchell hall. Winners will receive
tural student Uses research facili- . individual medals.
ties, acquired knowledge and imag_
The contest is open to all freshination in designing residential. men carrying at least 12 academic
civic, public and commercial build- hours who have less than 29 credits.
ings. or any architectural edifice. An individual may enter tw,o events,
The student work is graded by but is eligible for only one first
three members' of the faculty plus place.
a local registered, licensed archiAll awards will be presented at
tect.
the speech banquet on May 7.
Rules for the various divisions
This year the senior architectural
students in collaboration with the are as follows:
Original oratory-The oration
senior electrical engineeling students have completed a design com- must be the work. of .the student,
petition sponsored by the Public not more than 10 minutes in length,
Service Co. The total prize of $260 and containing not more than 150
is to be divided between architec- words from quoted sources. Orditural and electrical engineering stu- narily an oration sets forth II probdenta equally: 1st prize $60 each. lem and attempts to solve it. Ora.
2nd. prize $40 each.3rd. prize $26 tions previously entered in intereach. Prize winning designs will be collegiate competition may not be
given a statewide tour of public used.
Oral interpretation-Material is
offices.
confined
to poetry of reputable auThe student chapter of .American
Institute of Architects (A.I.A.) has thorship. The selection must not be
been active in promoting the ap- more than eight minutes .in length,
pearance of noted architects for the including introductory material.
The poem or poems need not be
benefit of the architectural students. memorized.
The chapter has had the privilege
Extemporaneous speech - Three
of presenting the famed Dutch architect, W. M. Dudok. Mr. Dudok topics will be drawn by participants
gave a talk while he showed tM from a list of 40 or 50 Bubjects. The
general field will cover current nastudents slides of his works.
The senior and junior ai'chitec- tional and international affairs. The
tural engineering classes will be student will speak on the topic of
excused from classes :1;01' one weck his choice after 30 minutes of prepduring the month of May. They aration. The speech will be limited
,vill make an inspection trip of the to seven ·minutes.
Radio announcing-Radio contest
University of Mexico in Mexico
include announcing and newsQ i t y . . .. _._
' . . wlli
casting. Materials will be available
The Architectural dept. is 'scnd- immediately before the contests.
ing students' work to the Westem Practice materials are now availMountain District. A.I.A., 3rd. An- able in Bl·16.
nual Conference, to be held at the
Two or three stUdents will be
La Fonda Hotel, Sante. Fe, New chosen for the finals in each event.
Mllxico, April 2~, 23, and 24. At the
Furtl1er infonnation may be obconference architectural exhibits tained in the speeqh department
from Ncw Mexico, Wyoming, Utah. office.
ArizoM, and Colorado will be
judged. Among the noted speakers
at the confer(lnce will be William A phi 0 Offers Awards
. W. Caudill, A.I.A., Brazos, Texas.
Fred L. Markham, Utah Chapter• To Underclassmen
A.I.A., and Gordon Jamieson, ReTwo $75 awards are being ofgional Director. Mr. Caudill will fered freshman and sophomore stu.
speak on "Regional Infiuene:es in dents by-Alpha Phi OIl1ega. national'
'School Planning." Mr. Ce.udilIis a service fratet'llity.
gradUAte of Oklahomll, A. & M. and
The lJl'izes will be awarded on the
M.I.T. He has desig~d over fifty basis of outstanding service to cam.
schools, and is the aut'JOr of "Space pus life to students with a minifor Teaching," "Your Schools," mum grade point of 1.5.
"Building for- Learnil\K," and a
Winners ,vill be selected by a
forthcoming book on school plan- board <!om1>osed of Dean of Men
ning to be 1>ublished by F. W. Howard Mathany, Director of StuDodge. Inc.
dent Affail's Sherman Smith, the
Alpha Phi Omega advisor, Student
Body President Jerry Matkins, and
Historians Initiate Eight three senior meinbllrs of Alpha Phi
Sigma chaptllrofPhi Alpha Ol11ega.
These awards are designed t.o
Th<lfu, national history honorary. stimulate the interest of campus
initiated eight 1>ersons at a meet- leaders and will be awarded tmnualing last week. New members are: ly at Honors Day in May.
Emmi Iiaum. Marythelll1a Bryant.
Fred J. Dyer, Carole Heath, Claude
Lewis, Vicky Mll,son, Hugh Mc- She: "Are you broad-minded 1"
Clearn, lind Joseph Soults.
He: "Thll,t's all I think about."
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the abilities of those in music and
dance? Why is there no effort to
unite some of the creative effolis of
these departments?
Does the problem lie in the students' attitude or is it the attitude
of the instructors?
I leave you with aU these questions and ask the individual departments to answer some of them.
Most probably the basic problem
is not the differences in artistic
principles, because they seem to be
universal, but the childish attitudes
which make for differences.
Sincerely,
R.G.Davis

By Joyce Killion
The Sigma Chi Mother's club en~rtained at a tea in the chapter
house Monday afternoon.
A help to students who find English 67 is murder in disguise-A
booklet is now on sale at the SUB
bookstore of themes written by last
semester's class. The booklets' are
60 cents apiece.
The Theta's will honor Founder's
day with a banquet Saturday
night.
WUS will sponsor a dance in the
SUB ballroom Saturday night. Faculty members will put on a scintillating show for the students, followed ,by the faculty auction in
which staff members will be auctioned to different. students or
groups. On the same WUS program
is a class. race ;from 12 p.m. to 5
p.m. Wednesday aftemoon.
Saturday night pinnings: Joan
Woodall, Chi 0, to Bill. Rogers,
SAE; Dottie Dickinson. Chi O. to
Joe Paine, SAE; Julia Jane Chant.
Pi Phi. to Pat Haley, Sigma Chi.
Wednesday is the big day for the
Engineers. A word of waming to
the girls--lJe <sure to wear green or
you'll see the blarney. stone sooner
than you had planned. Any Ilngineers found attending class will be
treated to a dump in the fishpond.
The celebration will end with an
infol'nlal dance Friday night at
Legion hall. Price is $1.60 stag or
drag.
The Barrage,. with this year's
version of "feelthy jokes" can now
be obtained at the SUB bookstore.
The SAEs held open house for the
Thetss Monday night.
Horseshoe pit now undet· construction-behind the Sig house.
Some unknown person has 1'Ccently been known to have deposited a teapot on the Sig Ep porch,
rang the doorbell and departedstilI unknown.
An Evening in Patois at the Cafe
Montmarte (sometimes known as
T-20t is in store for all attending
the CosmotJolitan club shindig Saturday night. Couples will be admitted for 50c. Everyone is invited.
Two hungry boys recently set
free on the campus are Gary Noss
and Dave S~nchez.
.
Birthday boy-Teddy Howden
will be 21 Thursday.
. Stunt night--sponsored yearly by,
Mortar Board in order to raise
money fora schoia).'ship fund-will '
be a week' from Flidny. To all those
organizations entered- it's later
tlilln you think.
Have yotlheard about the devil
\vho backed into a lawnmowel', then
went into a liquor store becaUse he
heard they retailed spirits?
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By LOU LASH,

the campus last ~unday. The Casualty Jist hit .an unprecedented high'
Tomorrow is the engineer's day. during a debate over where the loIt is also St. Patrick's day. It seems . cation for the party should be.
that besides the Emerald Isle, St. NeveM;heless it was reponed a suc.
Pat is also the patron sajnt.of all cessful affair although someone
engineers.
.,
swiped the keg before it was
I never realized that engineers empUed. It must have been a ,guest.
were such a r.eligious group. They J st\ldents are better schooled in
are fairly sedate most of the time the social graces and besides none
~-almost approaching deadheaQed.of them were in condition tQ pull
ness) but once a year we of A & S such a dastardly stunt.
.
have to tolerate their little fun.
All the Kane-raising seems to
come on saint's days in this section
of the country and the boys in the
engineering department don't want
to be different. Sure 'tis a fine
thing to be honorin' the blessed
name of Patrick begorra.
: Six University of New Mexico
There have been many requests debaters
to classes Monfor me to offer them (the engineers day after retumed
successful
competition in
not the Irish) congratulations, but the International Oratorical
Tour_
I don't know for what reason. I nament at the University of Arihave also been asked to remind zona last week-end.
them that if they insist on their
John Morrison, for the second
playful pastimes tomorrow would year,
took first place honors in the
they please keep their asininities extemporaneous
speaking contest.
away from Mitchell hall so the real MOl'l'i50n is a junior fromSheboy.
scholll,rs cannot be disturbed by gan, Wis.
noisy imbeciles.
Don Wright. sophomore from
Santa
Fe, won first in the oratory
The Journalism depaltment had division.
a little outi~g tactfully away from
Morrison and Wright', as a team,
copped four of five debates, losing
only to San Diego State, one of the
top teams on the west coast. Both
debaters rated in the "outstanding"
division. .
'
Richard Romain and Bob Bergstresser. both freshmen who chose
to enter the upper division debate
contests with juniors and seniors.
• won a rating of "excellent" against
tIle toughest competition. They won
one and lost four debates.
TUESDAY
. David Mall and Larry James deExhibition of works by former bated in .the lower division of :freshstudents in Jonson's classes, UNM men and sophomores. winning three
De1>t. of Art, will be shown dally and losing two debates.
Dr. Cullen W. Owens, UNM deEXCEPT SUNDAY AND MONDAY. from 3 to 6 p.m. at the Jon- bate coach, accompanied the six
speakers to the annual Tucson
son Gallery, 1909 Las Lomall Rd., tournament.
NE.
A dozen states in the western
A.A.U.P. meeting, Dr. R. D. Norman in charge. 3:30 to 5 p.m. in '. area sent their top teams to the
week-end tournament, Owens said.
Bldg. T-20.
Record Listening sponsored by
the Music Dept~, Miss Jo .Margaret Testman in charge, 4:45 p.m. in
Gore in charge, 4 p.m. in Room i6. ' Room 101, Mitchell Hall. The execuCrafts Annex.
tive meeting, 4: 15 to 4 :46 p.m. in
. AWS . meeting. Miss Barbara Room 101, Mitchell Hall.
CUnhingham in charge, 6 p.m. in
Kiva Club meeting, Mr. Hamp.
the Student Union Grill lounge.
ton Haozous in charge, . 7 p.m. in "
Delta. Sigma Pi meeting. Mr. Ed- Bldg. T-20_
ward W. Hatchett'in charge. 6:45
Newman Club meeting, Mr. Chad
p.m. in Room 116, Mitchell Hall.
Rea in charge. 7:15p.m. at 1816
Las Lomas Rd., NE.
WEDNESDAY
Sigma Alpha Iota meeting, Miss
CLASS RACE SPONSORED BY Harriet Riebe in charge, 7:30 p.m.
W.U.S.. Miss Marilyn Carson in in Room 6. Music Bldg.
charge. 12 noon to 6 p.m. in the
Cosmopolitan Club meeting, Miss
, Student Union Lobby.
Monica Silfverskiold in charge, 8
Commerce Council meeting. Mr. p.m. in Room 216, Mitchell Hall.
Dewey Williams in charge, 12:30
p.m. in the Student Union Grille
I was abroad myself for two
lounge.
years but a psychiatrist fixed me
Rallycoll1 meeting, Miss Peggy up.

,Six U. Debaters Cop
Honors at Arizona'

Weekly
Program

\
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By JOHN FEATHERSTON EE
Al\ electronic computer has sue.
ceeded in automatically translating
Russian sentences into English. it
was announced recel\t1y by engineers of the Intemational Business
Machine corporation.
One of the newest electronic datil,
processing machines, the IBM 701.
translated Russian into English at
th!! rate of a sentence every six
seconds. The 701 is a digital binary
comp\iter whi.ch is usually engaged
in the soluti.on of complex problems
of mathematics and physics.
Adapting the huge computer to
the task of translating languages
was undertaken by linguists of the
George town University Institute
of Languages as part of IBM's endowed research in computation. The
linguists provided a vocabulary list
of Russian-English word pairs
which formed the dictionary the
computer would use.
Also provided were Ii set of six
rules governing how the words
should be used. The rules cover such
points as transposition of words
where requh'ed to make sense.
choice of meaning where a word
has more than one meaning, and
omission or addition of words
where required for correct trans•
lation.
The 701 is prepared for translation by feeding the machine information on the languages to be
used. First, the Russian-English
dictionary is given to the computer
which converts the word-pairs into
an electronic binary code and then
stores it on a magnetic recording
tape similar to that used in sound,
tape-recorders.
Second, the rules and procedures
to be followed are "read into" the
701 which converts them to binary
code and stores them as light
images on the faces of three inch
electrostatic "memory tubes" similar to television picture tubes. The
701 is now ready to translate.
In one recent test the operator
fed into the machine a standard
IBM punch card on which had been
punched the Russian sentence:
"kachyestyo uglya opryedyely ayetsya kaloryiynostjyu." The machine read the card, searched its
"memory" for a few seconds, and
thim began typing out on the bottom of the same card: "The quality
of coal is determined by calory
content."
In these tests, the 701 was supplied with a "vocabulary" of 260
words" but this nnmber could be
easily increased to many thousand
if desired. This would result in,
slower operation, as the machine at
present spend!! almost all of the
required six seconds per sentence
in searching the tape I'memory" for
the desired words. and only about
60 micro-seconds in arranging the
words once found.
By changing tapes and instructions the 701 could translate between any two languages whose
structures are governed by definite
rules, such as English to Russian,
French to German. or German to
Spanish. By another chll,nge of
tapes and instructions the 701
could return to its usual tasks such
as evaluating the first ,me-thousand
terms of an infinite mathematical
series or computing the path of an
experimental flight.
In case any language students
think it would like the 701'8 help
on homework, it should be pointed
out that a 701 consists of eight
units each about the size of a large
refrigerator. Although not for sale,
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Ode to a Dame
By an Engineer
Come, my love let us fly into the
hills that we may be alone with the
wOl\ders of nature.
.'
I will teach yoU of the marvels
of thermodynamics and fascinate
you with the deta.ils of structures.
I shall IllY thee on a couch that
we, may test the viscosity of our
kisses and determine the sweetness
of our lovemaking. With many experiments we shall conform their
accura,ey that we may compound
tables and graphs and chalts of
their variables.
In the cool of the night. I will
teach you of hydraulics, of smoot)J.
stxeams and the eddy currents of
turbulent waters, that we may
fathom the secrets of the deep still
pools thl1t lie beneath youI.' eyelids.
Much time we will give to forms
and figures (yours). to surveying
and map making. to amperages and
small currents that we may better
know the controls that trigger our
emotions.
After many long and time consuming experiments we will compound the data and bind it in a
folder. Then we will send it all to
Dr. Kinsey. You can't ever tell, the
old fellow might even become interested in engineering.,

• PI an
SI eep- Learning.
·al .. d by Student
Reve
...

Time has pl'ovel\ tllat he .didn't
losell,nything. According to Mr.
Turnbow. now prcsident of Sleep_
Learning Rescl1rch Association, 114
Ed. Note-If yoU are in the habit S. 38th Ave., Omaha, he owes his
of sleeping through your cll!sses, college degree to his pioneer expel'i.
this article may be of help to you •.. ments.
For further information, write MI'.
"It was hard the first few weeks,"
A. W. Turnbow. Slcep.Learning )J.e said, IIbut anyone can lca~n While
Research Assoc .. Omaha. Nebr.
they sleep if they stick to it.lt's the
easiest way in the WOl'Id to get nn
"I slept my Wll,y through college." education once you start getting resaid Nebraska college gradull,te A. sults. Sleep.learning Wll\ rovolu.
W. Turnbow, who received his de. tionille education Ollce the PUblic
accepts it," he added.
gree last June.
Student TurnbOW's unusual moth_
This startling Iltatement came as
od
of obtaining knowledge was first
a complete surprise to ex·student
Turnbow's professors who had once applied to his course in Russian. "I
predicted his college Career would read two· thousand Russian vocabulary words into the mMhine. then
end in failure.
the English meaning to Ilach,"
gave
Last week graduate Turnbow disclosed his secret. He had been he reported. "Results were so successful that I started reading notes
"Sleep.learning."
"I'd read many articles on the from all my courses into the device.
. theory of sleep-lenrning." he said,
"i remember how my fellow stubut none told me how to go about dents Ill,ughed when I told them
it. So I made my own sleep-learning about "sleep-learning," he redevice and experimented. I WIl,S marked. "But when I started tossworking full time and trying to ing around five syllable vocabulary
carry 19 credit hours at college. I words, formulas, dl1tes oand comwas told I was failing, so I figured plete passages from Shakespeare.
I couldn't lose anything."
they changed their attitude."

a 701 is valued by IBM at one million dollars.
The electronic computers, such
as the 701. in use today in many
different field!> are another example
of how engineer-designed and
engineer-built machines can perform tasks in a single day that
woulq' require months ·of labor by
hand.

Serious Young Man: "Do YOIl, enjoy
Kipling?"
Giddy Gal: "I don't know-how do
you kipple 7"
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expense. Low cost trips to
every corner of the globe.
Congenial groups for
those who wish to get
off the beaten track
••• ovell trips (or
explorers.
JTlIDy,,-,sp,d., c,".p.t> ii
LANGUAGES, ART, DANCE, MUSIC.
S~.lIro,.
College Crealt. Some
Spn,d I.e..
scholarships available.

If you are under 34 years of age you can have
an estate of $10,000
At a Cost to You of ~bout $1.00 Per Week
Thru Farmers Union Life Insurance

Protect your family, your home, your investment
FARMERS UNION INSURANCE.
Fred M. Calkins, Sr., Agt.
'7008 4th St. •
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When you come right down to it, you
smoke for one simple reason •• , enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better',
Two facts explain why Luckies taste
better. First. L.S./M.F.T ,-Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. ,'. light. mild, goodtasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste better • • •
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
freely and smoke evenly.
•
So, for the enjoyment you get from
better taste, and only from better taste,
Be Happy-Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

COllEGE' SMOKERS PREfER lUCKIES
. survey-based on
A comprebens1'le •
and super. that
studMlt interv,ews
31,000 .
fes8ors-shows
vised by college pro from coast to coaet
s I the': brandsl 'the
smokers in collegeal
L ckies to
0
prefer U
kies' better tastel
No.1 reason: Lue
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If you don't have Ii, gre.en
T.ilhirt-you're not an Engineer I
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Engineer Thinks, •• God's Gift • ...

Kiva Club Slates
Indion Dances at U

Assouiated Students Bookstore
SUB Basel.lent
Phone 7-0881 Ext 210

Now iiOe to '750
Origin.ally Published
at up to '22 30

SJiop'enrly••
q,lnutitles. limited'

COLLECTORS EDITIONS
Fine' bindings - half leather
Published at $1.25
Sale SOc

.t

Focket Bible
Pocket Bo.ok of Verse
Pocket Hook of Great Drawings
Pocket History .of United States
Rand McNally Atlas
;
Short History of American RevolutIOn
Tess .of the D'urbevilles
Short History of the Civil War
Tliis value'must be seen to;be appreciated.

OUTDOOR SKE.TCmNG, by;E'. w:. Watson: An authori·
tative' guide to. the p,rinciples:and techniques of pictopal
representation,. frOID! rapId sketch()"s::to: the: most metlcu.
lous:delimation of detail. SCores of dia~ama and drawingll', 9" x 12"~
Pub. at $6.00
8ale-$2.98
The Life in FIGURE DRAWING. By Len Watson. Hundreds of photos and drawings completely illustrate this
expert, practicaLmanual for amateurs and professionals.
Pub. at $5.'00,
•
Sale-$1.98·
THE: WANDERER, by Mika, Waltilri, author of "TheEgyptian." Swift; action_packcd panorama of adventure,
battle, intrigue and war in EuroJ,le andithe Or.ient during
the reign of Suleiman the magmficent.
Pub;' at'$S.75:
Slile--$1

New Century Dictionary
2: volumes; 2800 pages
12,00:OC.quotations:;
4,Ol!lOC I!ic.torialill ustrations
OriginallY' I!Ublisheci at $22.50 Now $7.50
the.2 v.ols.:
,
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THE FABULOUSlF.'ANN:Y BRICE, by Norman Katkov.
From Coney Island> to, the Ziegfeld Follies. and radio
stardom as Baby Snookll"-here is,~the', unbelievable life'
and career of the beloved comedienne.whO'made America
laugb'l and.cry. l1Ius~
Pub. at $3.95
Sale-$1
MAGIC'INTO SillENCE.. by, H. M. Pachter. The fabulous life and accomppsbinEntmof;Paracelsus-great scientist;. alchemist; ma~ciall', doctor; and Renaissance pioneer: o:IL P!lYl!hiatI:y. mus;
¥uk.at.$1.00'
Sale-$1
MARTYR' OF SCIENCE;-Giordano' Bruno, by D.' W.
Singer; The. unusual life and thought of the. great
, Renaissance,scientist'who, was, burned at the stake fo~
his unorthodox ideas. Includes,. in: its entirety, his famous work "Olt,the Infiuite Universe and Worlds."
Pub~ at $6.00.'
Sale-$1.98:

,

'

~URTil"l,lT" OF' THE OLD WEST. By. H. Mc~
. ' Cracken. T}ie 40' full color,> pla~es and 1000the!t·
ilIustrations'by30:o;l! the.famous attistS"-Rem~
ton~ Russe.U,. Catlin" etc.-who r!!cordettJife itt;,t4,e
earlY West make thIS book a umque document'anil
treasury, which brings to life the rugged frontier
lif~of' the Great, Plains: the buffalo hunts, b1fz;.
zardil;. Indian wars, cattle drives, army life" etc.
Thrilling Americana in a magnificent 8W' x, 1~
volume.
puu.. at-.$10.00
SaJ.e"...$3:9.8

o

I

MARRIAGE). MORALS AND' SEX IN AMElUC:A~ by
S. Ditziolt., '.Ole complete l!istoryvofisexual attit:u~es"cus..
toms ami.l1l1ltes in Amecicaz llOIn: Colonial. times: .to the
Kinsey repollt;,: full de~ailS, Oil!; movel11ents: adVocating
polygamy, ,fi'ee~ love, tnaL ma'l:rl~' bIrth; cdhtrol1 cell.
bacy, "women!Il'1'ights,'" etc;, 440:I!8.ges.
Pub. at $'i.5O:.
Sal&-$2.98
Tales of Ancient,.Iteland=:-THSFRENZIEU PRINCE.
The most delig)ttfiU:amL: sti:J:ring'sto:riea. of:: Old Irish;
legend and,IU¥t~, heautifully, retold.: by: Yti-tiraic C.olum
and illustrated in:.color: b~, Wilr:y:;Yolnlllyt
Pub. at $3.50
Sale-$l
Democratic AetiOn--REYEILLR F.OR RADICALS, by,
Saul D. Alinsky-. How the, averagg:man: can effectively
combat, throug\l:cOmmm:ntY;'!Iction~ju'veili1e delinquenily;'.
poor race relations, slum conditions,"etc.
Pub. at $2.50
Sale-$l

Have You Read 100 GREAT BOOKS.? Invaluable g1,lide,
to over 1600 treasure,s of world literature, chosell byfamous authors and leading, critics. Fwd. by Carl Viln
Doren.
Fub. at $3.00
Sale-$1
F.D.R., Taft" Einstein, Truman - AMERICAN FA. THERS AND SONS, by B: Kornitzer. Intimate llortraits
of Baruch, Cecil B. deMille; Adolph Zukor and' many'
other great Americans. Profusely illustrated with striking, photos.
Pub. at $5.00
Sale-$1.49
RURAL ARTISTS •. By J. R. Barton. Over 80 vividl re;,.
produ(ltions, including 12 full color plates, of vitally,
fresh and beautiful llaintings and sculpture portraying:
grass-roots America, by wonderfully creative "primi.·
tives" and other rural artists. 10%" x 9".
Pub. at $5.00
8ale-$1.98
THE GOLDEN AGE:OF TRAVEL. Edited by. Helen B.
Morrison. Fascinating. views- of Europe's historic cities.
and picturesque byWay!!" aSI seen through the, eYllS of
more than 80 famous travellers, Mark Twain;. Dickens"
Byron, Shelley, Mozart,. ffawthorne, ChOlliny and, many
others.
Pub. at $6;00'
Sale-$2!49
Northwest to the Rockies-THE MAJESTIC LAND, by
Eric; Thane~ Thrilling llanorama of the mountain sections of Washington, Idaho and the Rockies" filled. with
filscinatingfacts' and, legends about explorers,. Indianl!r
llrOSPJlctors,ranchers" etc., etc.
Pub. at. $4.00,
Sale-$1.98'
Queen NEW ORLEANS....city by the River, by Harnett
T. Kane. A wonderfully gay and nostalgic 'Panol'lllJl& of
New Orleans: past, and, present: the. "glory days'''' of
French: Opera" Jazz, show, boats, masked balls, Creole
cuisine, the MardI Gras, historic sites, etc., etc. With
innumerable: anecdotes: of~unforgettable characters and
manymus.,
_
Sale-o-$2~49.
Pub. at $5.00

Great Nature Poet-JAMES THOMSON, by Douglas
Grant. ,18th century' London and the bustling literary"
and theatrical scene'O! Pope, Johnson and Garrick provides ai colorfuli backdrop to the life and work of the
early: Romantic'. poet; includes imp.:>rtantj hitherto unpublished letters and p()ems;
Pub. at $4.50
. Sale-,41:98
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Saint Joe
Verily I say unto yoU, marry not
an engineer for the engineer is a
strange l;>eing possessed of many
evils; yea he speaketh eternally in
parables which he calleth "formulas" and he hath but one Bible, a
.handbook.
He talketh always of stresses and
strains and without end of thermodynamics. He showeth always a serious aspect and seemeth not to
know how to mile; and he picketh
his seat in the car by the springs
therein and not by the damsel beside him; neither does he know a
waterfall save for its power, nor
the sunset except for her abaOll>tion spectrum.
Always he calTieth his .slide rule
with him and he entertaineth his
maiden with steam tables. Verily
though his damsel expectcth chocolates, when he calleth he> brings
samples of iron.
Yea, he holdeth hi~, damsel's hand
but only to measure the heat con·

.

EigJ!,t Cillor Pi'ints:of FRENCH MASTERPIECES. Pbrt-.
folio of 8 magnificent reproductions, each 11" x 14" and
ideal for framing,: of famous paintings by Quartton,
Froment and, other early French masters. Imported
from: P'ari8.
Pub. at $6.00
All 8 prints-$1.9S
Alvin Johnson-PIONEER'S PROGRESS~ America's
great grass roots educator, founder of the famous New
School for Social Research, tells. his life story in a book
crammed with lively anecdotes and colorful comment on
the national scene.
Pub. at $6.001
Sale-$1
Advanced'Style in LETTERING. 'Encyclopedia of new '
letter forms, designs, tYPE) faces, initials, monograms,
booklllates, etc.-by Europe's outstanding graphic artIsts. Rich in suggestions and ideas for the professional,
a handsome'volume for the collector~ .
Pub. at $6;Oo.~'
Sale-o-$l.98
The Story of Franz Liszt-MEPHISTO WALTZ. BY'
Ann M: Ling/r.. TIle fabulous life and career of the great
romantic coniposer and his ,famous contllmlloraries-.
Peter Amo's SIZZLING PLATTER'.. Sidesplitting:
B.eethovell', B~b:ins, Chopin, Wagner, etc.-vividl¥' re- .
collectioJI[of his:hilarious "New Yorker'" cartoonS:,
created ina'new biography that provides fresh inSIghts,
of gl,lYS and dolls.
into hisimmorl:al music. ' '
Pub~ at $Z~95
Sale--$l
Pub. at $3.50.
Sale-$1.98
Balzac's: A BACHELOR'S. ESTABLISHMENT. A rich,.
Wildlife Treasur)"-WINGS IN THE WILDERNESS.
unforg,ettable kaleidoscope of P8.risian. life and its, ac·
By A., D. Cruikshank. 125 wonderful, ful1.pag~ action:
tresses,. artists and gamblers; vividly presented in. this
photos of wild birds-ploverl ruffed' grouse,. mallards"
immortal novel •. TIIus.
terns and many others, with;l'ascinating information:oll:. Orig, $3.60
Sale--$I'
their lives, habits, habitatsJ>. etc. 81A.-" x.l0*!'.
DRAWN FROM' MEMORY, by John T. McCutcheon.,
Pub. at $6.00
Sale---$1.98, .
Thefamous'csrtoonist's fantastic· adventures in, the F.iji
Jean·Paul Bartre's EXISTENTIALISM,,' Tlie leading; exIslands, Gobi nesert, India, Africa,. etc, Filled with inistentialist philosopher-' of. our time: clearly ontlin.es the
timate portraits, of great .men. and colorful personalities,
meaning of his thougPt.oremalland his universe.
ne has known. and profusely illustrated with his best
Pub, at $2.'15
Sal_$l
drawings··
'
1"00. at $5~00'
Sale--$1
THE SPINOZA DICTIONARY. Ed. by n; D.Rilnesi,lttvaInable, treasury of. the, greatphilosophel!'s:thought on:
Mo.vie History--MERELY' COLOSSAL, by Arthur
G.od,. democracy; sinl beauty, faith,. ek;, etc., clearlyar.
Mayer. Illus., by George Price_ The famous film impres.
ranged:. for quick reterence~
Jlario>tells:the whole fabulous story of HollyWood since
Pub. at $5.00,
8ale-$1.98,
its, early days. with intimate portraits of Pickfbrd, Fairbankil" Mae West, Dietrich,. Goldwyn" etc., etc~
Hilitory of the Early RUSSIAN THEATRE, by B. V.
Orig; $3:50.
Sale-o-$l
Varneke:. The' rich traditions of t~ Rimsian, stage are
perceptively brongJ!,t', to liie. in. a:. book no' student. or'
AND
DREAM-The
Psychotherapy
of a
RKALITY
10ller' of: the, drama, will want'. to~ miss~, It contains a;
Plains: Indian, by G. Devereaux. An unusual verbatim'
w.ealth: of:fascinatinginforniation. on. actors, actresses"
account of: 30 interviews, with' a detailed' discussion of
p~gP..ts; and:. audiencesJ and;, outlines. many famous:
the'American: Indian cultural pattern today and prefaces
plaY)I;.not availabledn Ei1gJish~
hyDrs.,Menninger and Lowie.
.
}Tub~ at'.$!*60:,
Sale-o-$2:98
rub.. at $'7'.60,
' Sale-$2.98;
HOW,. TO. DRAW' AND PRINT: LlTHOGRAPHS~ by:
Treasury of Colonial America>-PATTERN FOR LIBAdolf:ITehreand:Lawrence Harrett;, Tlie: best hook oldhe·
ERT,Y:, 32: magnificent full-colOr, rcproductions of beausubject-explains eyery steITin:th&p~ocesi!"ftorir. drawtifillpaintings
depicting famous events and memorable
ing- On:: the, stone- to selling;: the., finillhed:.' work. Includes.
sites ftom: America's stirring past,; Inspiring narrative
many ster.:-by.step drawing;;!:, arnica. 40;palte, potifolio Of
br G'erald:W, Jbhnson. 11" x 8%"; deluxe printing and
Mr. Debrus best lithographs:,
bmding;
,
.
Pub" at. $6.00.
Sllle-$3:88, ,Fub'"at-.$'1;60
Sale-$1.98
DICKENS THEDRAM'ATISTolt Suge, Screen: and Ita.,
, dio. Dickens as actor-managet:an:d:publie, readet-of.his;
THE GOLD RUSH ALBUM, ed. by Joseph Henry
own works-a brilJi.ant~w{)rk ,that traces'the. stagjng; O,f,'
'Jackson~ Th.e. epic story of the: greatest treasu.rllhis, novels from 1831Lthrough; the< moYie and: t~IeYi~ion:
hunt in: history-the Califorriia Gold Rush of 1849
era. By F. D. Fawcett" with; scores. of. old. pri1lts: and:
-brilliantlydepicted in 352 rare contemporary
engravings.
prints and illustrations and exciting narrative
Pub. at $6.25
Sale-$1.!I8
text~ 7%'" x: 11", magnificently -printed and! bound.
STAGE 'TO. SCREEN. By A" N. Vardoc" ShIdy: of: tech.Pub~ at' $10.00
S.ale,-$3.98
niques" stars ,and plays,: ftom:.Gal:1'ick· to' Grltlith" with:
sCGre9Eo(1in.URuail pho.tds frozreeariymoYie's..
EARLY AMERICAN WOODEN WARE. By M. C.
¥ub; a.t .$6;00..
Sale-$2.98
Gould.,A fascinating new fieldforcollectors-earIy New
England looms, mortars, bowls" plates, spoons,. baskets,
,UTRILLO, by F. Jourdain. Muster of; light, .. color' and.
boxes, buckets and other wood.wrought. objects. Com.
perspective-a choice collection; of; painting,s. ftom 1904
plete IDlide to collecting, including 131 remarkable
to, 19~2", reproduced with startling, fidelio/, to the, origj:.
phot(lsoJi charming specimens.
nals. 24 full':page color plates.
,
8pecial,.-$1.49
Special-$2.98
Pub; at $~.50
,

Go~p'el

According to

MY CAMERA ON POINT LOBOS, by Edward
Weston. Thirty' of Weston's greatest 'photographs
capturing with unique' artistry the breathless'
grandeur of the wild shore, the majestic sea, the
ancient forests and all the other 'marvels of unspoiled nature along thE!:((Jalifornia coast. Excel.
lently reproduced on la1:'ge (12" x 14%") plates..
and printed on .coated paper. Will be treasured by .
every lover of nature and great I!amera' art.
Pub. at $10.00,
Sale-$3.S8

.YOUR ASSCKIATED STUDENTS, BOOKSTORE
I

Members of the Kiva club at the
of New Mexico are mak.
ing plans to stage one of the most
unique and colorful pageants of
Indian dances ever seen in Albuquerque and. the Southwest.
The tentative date for the Indian
dances has been set for April 23 in
Zimmerman stadium.
'l'he Kiva club, backed by the
University and the All Pueblo
Council will make the spring festi·
val ,of Indian dances an annual af.
fah' in an effort to :rIiIis~ funds and
bolstcr the Kiva club's scholarship
drive to enable more needy Indian
students from throughout New
Mexico to get a college education.
Joe Herrera and Hampton Haa.
zous have been appointed co.chair.
men of the Kiva club's Indian
Dance committee.
•
"We hope to make the Univer.
sity Indian dances equal to the Gal.
lup Indian Ceremonial," they said.
The program April 23 will fea.
ture 25 dances and plans are being
made to give the public an oppor.
tunity to see some of the most interesting and unique Indian dances
ever staged in the Southwest.
Governors from the state's pueblos and members of the All Pueblo
Council met Saturday at the Santo
Domingo Pueblo with Joe Herrern
to complete plans to send the best
dancers from the pueblof/ in New
Mexico and Arizona,
One of the unusual dances which
will be staged in Zimmerman stadium is the Navajo dance, Yei.bichai. From the puebloij in New seen in the most unique and colorMexico, dancers will do the Buf- ful costumes used in pueblo and
falo, the Deer and the Eaglc dances. reservation dances.
plus many others.
The forty-foul' members of the
The strength' and warlike tradi. University oL"New Mexico's Kiva
tion of the Apaches will be reflected club represent some thirtcen Indian
in their presentation of the Crown tlibcs in New Mexico and Arizona.
and Devil dances. The Hopis will
The club recently gave a $200
be represented in the Belt and But- scholarship to Sophie Vigil, a Tewa
terfly dances which the Arizona Indian from Tesuque. The Kiva
Hopis will perforll!.
club, thl'ough contl'ibutions from
The participating dancers will the Santa Fe Indian School and
come from reservations and pueb- other anonymous donations has now
los in New Mexico and Arizona. In $820 which will be awarded next
addition, special dance groups from year to deserving Indian high
the Indian Clubs of the Santa Fe school graduates. who enter the
and Albuquerque Indian Schools University to further their cduca~
will contribute to this outstanding tional careers.
program, The two Indian school
Kiva club members hope to be
clubs are well known throughout able to have a minimum of 10 In.
the Southwest.
'
dian students each year going
The stadium will be decorated for through the University on their
the event and the dancers will be , scholarships.
Unive~'sity

SALE BEGINS
Tuesday
Haren 18tll
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Continued from pagel
our common materials.
Hc takes calculus so that he may
solve pl'oblems that he had thought
impossible. Of COUrse he must take
physics even though he probably
Qocsn't want to. He leamB many
complicated formulas and theol'ies
in physics, but he soon :finds out
that none of them arc any good in
engineering. FOl: example, he is told
in physics that Weight and mass
al:e different things. Then he is told
by Dr. Skoglund that "a pound of
weight \lquals a pound of mass." It
is very confusing. We lose more
engineers that wayl
If our sophomore Mechanical Engineer becomes a junior. he begiM
to "fccl" being an engineer. He is
introduced to thermodynamics in
which he lcarns the principles and
operation of modem steam engines,
turbines, internlll combustion engines, and many methods of con.
verting raw fuel into useful energy.
In the lab he becomes familiar
with testing and evaluating proce.
dures. The junior leal'ns the fundamental principles of the flow of
fluids, geal'ing, cam design, velocity
and force analysis. While learning
this he becomes acquainted with
some of the finet engineering' in.
stl'uetors at the school.
A s(lnior Mechanical Engineer
lives for engineering. As a matter
of fact, .he spends so much time
studying and in class that y()U think
he must have taken up residence in
the building.
I'm just a jUnior, but I've seen
these characters wandering around.
Well, back to thc books, Mayb!l next
year 1, can teU you about Senior
Mechanical Engineeringl

tent thereof, and kisses Qut to test
the viscosity. In his eyes shineth
a faraway look which is neither
love nor longing, but a vain attempt to ~'ecaJ1 a formula.
There is but one key to his heart
and that is a Tau Beta Pi key; and
one love letter for which he yearn• eth and that is an "A"; and when
to his damsel he wl'iteth of love and
signeth with crosses, take not these
symbola for kisses but rather for
unknown quantities.
Even as a youth he pullcth a girl's
hair to test its elast~citYf but as a
man he discovered other devices;
for he would count the vibrations
'of her heart strings and reckon
her strength 0;( materials, for he
stl'iveth ever to pursue scientific
investigations, and inscl'ibeth his
passions in a formula; and his mar.
riage is an equation involving two
unknowns and yielding diverse
answers.

White New President
Of UNM Lettermen

'Elections were 'held at the last
meeting of the UNM Letterman's
club and officers for the coming year
wel'e named. They are: Larry
White, president; Jay Crampton,
vice.president; Wendell Nelson, secretary; Gene Golden, treasurer; and
Ray Esquibel, sergeant-at-arms.

Continued trom page 1
gincering as man'ij greatest art.
One engineer stood. on a hig-If
hill and g~'appled with lightning
and forced him. to sel've as his
s)nvll. HIl called himself Electrical
and he delivercd power for factorlcs and lighting. He built radiol!
and giant computing machines, and
radal' that man's strength might be
gl'catly incl·cased.
Ono last man said, "laha11 be
Chemical," and he compounded tho
atoms and tho ,elements. The oils
and cQals which went into his sooth.
ing vats came out as many new and
useful products.
Because of thesn men, lUan's
lal;>ors wClregreatly reduced and
his stock of goods was increased
beyond measure.
.
Therefore let it be"known among
you that an Engincel' ill to be held
in high esteem. It taketh great
wisdom and pcraevCl:nnco to join
this gl'OUP and many al'O they who
stal't that fall by the way side.
So thel'cforo let us all join in and
lnake merry (or what ever her
name Is) and celebrate this, another St. Pat's Day.

"
About $3,000,000,000 was spent
by the American people in gasoline
taxes last year.

SAVE
DOLLARS
AT
THE

"Cleanest Wash
in Town"
DRY CLEANING
'ImIRT SERVICE
1416 E. GRAND
Phone 2.2340.
"Juat Welt of the U on Grand"

•

June Greer says: "I was
a band singer when a picture
magazine !lsked me to pose
In the neW WAC unlfonns.
Hollywood saw my picture,
liked it and overnlght I was
In movies. From then on,
it was hard work and
perseverance."

I STARTEO
SMOJ<lNG CAMElS AFTER
TRYING MANY BRANDS. , FouND
CAM/::LS' MILDNESS AND FI.AVO~
FAR MORE' ENJOYABLE THAN
THE REST. YOU WIt.L, TOO!
WHY DON'T yOU TRY
CAMEL~ TODAV,?

,

,
START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF!
Smoke only Camels lor 30 dayiJ and find out why
Camels are America's moat {IDpular cigarette.
Sea

~r' Milrlhett
Qnc/ RIJvor

~MELS AGREE

how mUd and flaVOrful II, cigarette can be!

WITH MORE PEOPLE

&HAN ANY OTHER. erG-AR.E I I 5 !
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Crown Jewels
,Told of in Film

'r'i .,
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Sacha Guitry's great; atory of the
British State Imperial crQwn jewels, bow they wej:e banded down
~hrougb five centuries will be told
In "Pearls of the Crown" Saturday
night in the University Film SQciety's series in Mitchell hall.
Sacha Guitry is the French star
. who wl'ote, directed "and stars in
the .193~ motion picture. Tl)e story
beginS In the 16th <Jentury when
Pope Clement VII tries to Qbtain
the fou)." famous tear.drop pearls
that hung in the cross pieces Qf
the British State Imperial Crown
for his neice, Catherine de Medici.
The movie follows them through
history, covers an investigation of
five centuries,' ten countries, and is
told in three languages.
Many famous historical figures
who have possessed the pearla reappeal' in the motion picture.
Francis I of France and Napoleon
~II is played by Guitry. Len HardlUg plays Henry VIII and Ermete
Zaconi is cast as Clement VII.
Barbara Shaw plays Anne Boleyn
!lnd Jacqueline Delubac plays the
xoles of Mary: Queen of Scot/j and
tbe Empress Josephine.
"Pearls of the Ci'own" will be
given two showings, at 7 and 9 p.m.
No short subject will accompany
the film. Single admission t'icll:ets
will be available at the door of
room 101, Mitchell hall on the Uni'versity of New Mexico campus
where the film will be shown.

"

~

AWS Ele~ts Officers
For Autumn Semester

Phi Delta Theta Pledges
Elect· Metzler President

Bal'l)ara Cunningham was elected
president of the Associated Women
St1,ldents for 1954 at a meeting this
week.
..
Other offieera for next year are:
Jeannette Swillum, vice-president·
Judy Stermer, secretary; and MarY
E:ay Eubank, treasurer•.
A WS will treat foreign students
to a dessert tonight at 7 at the AI.
pha Chi Omega house. AWS members and guests will attend the
W.RC Ilquare dance in the SUB at 9.

Dave :Metzler was elected president of the Kappa Alpha pledge
elas/! last week. Serving with Metz.
lerare Stu Gord(!1l, vice president;
and Harry Milner, .secretary-treaa_
urer.
Phi Delt pledges this semester
are Wayne Hisey, Dick Montgom.
ery, Harry Davidson, Len McIntosh
Winston Christian, and Ted Wen:
gerd.

Thine/ads NeedS/ips

There's a difference between a'
All those who intend to run in
breezy man and a bag of wind.
the intra-mural track meet Thursday and Friday are requested to
• The man who owns but one suit present health' slips to the intraIS spared at least one decision every mural office in the gym by Wednesday of his life.
day afternoon.

-

~-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

The University of New Mexico
Program Series will present the
Dave Brubeck Quartet in Carlisle
Gymnasium April 12 at 8:30. Brubeck will be at the piano, Paul Des.
mond at the alto saxophone, Ron
Crotty, bass, and' Lloyd Davis, the
drums.
The University Libra~ has' an
exhibit this week in the lobby from
the UNM Institute of Meteoritics.
Of the 17 meteorites on display,
one came from Canada, two from
Mexico, and the other 14 are from
various parts of the United States.
The public is invited to see the
exhibit.

Brown Chosen as Emcee
For Fiesta Talent Show
Fiesta talent show chairmen
have picked Hoss Brown and his
companion Burro as emcees for the
event May Iii.
Gloria Castillo and Ronnie Calkins announce that the pair have had
many years of experience in Artesia and Juarez.,
Auditions for talent show acts
will be May 1. Those interested in
participating are asked to contact
the committee co.chairmen.
•

WUS Plans Class Raee
As Fund Drive Event
A class raee,the second event in
the annual World UniVersity Service fund drive, wlll begin at noon
tomorrow in the SUB lobby.
Freshman sophomore, junior,
and senior classes will compete for
the highest contributions to the
driVe, Marily Carson, chairman,
.
announced.
The drive will end Friday with a
dance in the SUB. Faculty talent
and a faculty auction will provide
intermission entertainment at the
dance.
•
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1 told the Reverend not to buy
that second nand car ••• he doesn't
have the vocabulary to run it.

nlc~name

~

~

.
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DOWN

1. City
'"
(Nev.)
2. Upholstered
footrests

The works of 24 formei' stUdent
artists in the classes of Prof. Ray_
mond Jonson are being shown from
8 to 6 eaeh afternoon except Sunday and Monday at the Jonson Art
GaJl~I'Y at the University of New
MeXICO.

The University's Teleclass at 4
Satul'day afternoon over KGGM.
TV will feature UNM Prof. Frank
C. Hibben in a discussion of bear
hunting. April 20, John Gaw Meem .
UNM archItect from Santa Fe, will
discuss southwestern architecture
and the next two Saturdays Dr.
Dorothy Woodward, history professor, will discuss history of the
southwest.

3. Man's

"

UCampus Notes
The Albuquerque Public Library
and the children's literature class of
Dr. Kathleen McCann at the University will sponsor the annual
Book Fair at the Botts Memorial
Hall of the Public Library ApI'i! 26
throuP'h May 1. The steering comm~ttee fo! the Book Fair includes:
MISS LOUIse Cornell, Bessie Norris
Dora. Clark, James Eubank, Lor!
raine Painter, and Dr. M«pann.

20. CJ1let of
a clan
6. A size
4. BI bliclU'
(Scot.)
of paper
city . ,
21. Plead
I 9. Come back 5. Half an em 2~.• Epoch
, 10. Genus ot
6. Basket Of
24. Encyclical
the Illy .
-' a baUoon
25. Devoured
12. !nsectll
'7. Egyptian
26. Thrice
, 13. The ear shell
dancing girl
(mus.)
1 14• Court
8. Bard
2S.l.evee
. 15. Audience
9; UnCOOked
3(). For
J 17. Luion
11. Epoeh
32. Footed vase
YC8t~J'd.Y·1 Answer
!
native
13. Metallic
33. Goddess of
39. Qften (poet.)
IS. WoOden
rock
mischiet
41. Opel1lngll
(Gr.) •
hammer
15. Oid illeas.
(anat.)
21. Inferior
ures .of
34. Full ot
42.
Sleeveless
gar.
waves
parish
length
ment
(Arab.)
I
official
.16. Malt
35. Toward
44. CalCium ,
(Brit.)
beverage
the lee
(sym.)
23. Warmth .'
19. An expert 38. River (Fr.)
45. Aloft
,27. Sea eagles
28. Italian poet
I
:z. 3 4 • 15'
29. Pant
E>
B
7
30. Use a
~
9
10
pineers
31. Republic
~
17.
(ASia
13
,
Minor)
~
~
,
IJ"I33.'MlIkfish
I:> I~
q
36. Spawn
~
~
offish
16
,
19
20
37. Cry of'
~~
~ ~;
a dove
2' :1.7.2~
25' 2&
40. Long-nail
~
42. Arable
.:27
28
letter
,
~
,43. Always
29
30
44. An advo~
cate of
32
geometrie
~ ~ ~ 31.
~~
art
3:; 3-' 35
3b
37
38 39
,
46. Aflirmatlve
~
vote
40
41
4247. SWiftly

!

~~

43

~

44

%
.

~
47
~

r0

4S"

~
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DAILY CRY.rl'OQUOl'E-Here's how to work it;
AXYDLBAAXR

Is LON G F ELL O·W
One lettel' simply stands for another. In this example A is used
tor t~e three L's. X for the two O·s. etc. Single letters, apos.
trophies. the length and formation of the words are 'all hints
Each day the code letters are different.
•
A

BPUN.

24.StopS~

27. Come In
2S. American
Indian
29. Portion
ofa
curved line
30. Smallest
state
(abbr.)
31. Shaggily
36. Ounce
(abbr.)
3'1. Cravat
3S.Narrow
Inlet (geol.)
39. Ladles (Sp.)
41. Brittle
43. Waste silk
44. Elevation
45. Girl'aname
46. Dexterous

DOWN

1. Long for
2. Hourly

l?lstrlbuled by "In, " •• tlli'e.. 81tu1lc:att

3. Mll1ll1c
25. State
4. Color
CU. S.)
5. Blemish
26. Measure
(Chin.)
6. Girl's name
7. Ctl.ekoo
27. Unit of
8.~end
work
11. Distant
29. Mature
13. Kind of
32. Passageway
duck
between
15. Weaken
seats
IS. Amuse
33. Boring tool
19. Force
34. Kind of
23. Cent
thread
(abbr.)
35. Bark
24. King
40. Not
·ofJudea:
(prefix.}

II

I'" F!t

14

.

A'FLASH" BROWN'S
TWO.HEAD~D .
Saturday'. An ....er

41. Mandarin
tea
42. Vein or
a leaf

~ I'"
~ I'"
,

~ 17

I"

1-'

1°

~ VA

11'

III!

~~~

Ii:.l

IZ4

i2.S

..

, I~ .'~ IU

Ii:....

12.9

.~

~o

~ I~I
~ rn

I~b

1~9

1,\0

1.q3

~
~ 1'15

II~

A

III"

~ I""u

certain Sophomore named 'Brown acquired the
ap.p:llation ":';lash," not because he was lightning on the
gndlron, but Just because lie was never without an answer.

.

You'd pass him on the quadrangle and say "How's it goin' .'
"Flash?" He'd answer, "Air ElCpress." Get the pioch?
".' I

I~

53

~

~
~ I""
41

~

Brown often referred to his "two·headedbrothet" In
conve~sati~ns. One day a fcw men in his· fraternity were
needlmg hIm.

1~'1 1~5'

"Your brother's two headS must present quite a few problems."

1~8

"Not really. The only problem was his neatness." said Fla.,h.

".II! catness?". "1'es," answered Flash, "he worried about it.

.~
~
,.-,

1

40

I

DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here's how.to work it:
'A X Y D L II A A X R

IsLONGFELLOW
One Jetter sImply stands for another. In this example A is USed
. for t~e three L's. X for the two O's, etc. Single letterll.· apostrophies, the length and formation of the words are an hints.
Each day the code letters are different.
A Cryptogram QilOtation
D

RMLLRZ

R~XX

LYDJ

FSE~

LYDJ

PMJ,

DJQ

PMJQ-XYDPZXCZDEa

Yesterilayis Cryptoquote: TgFj·FAULTLESS PROPRIETIES OF
NATURE-MILTON.
.
DIstributed by Klnr Feature. Syndlc.t,

Vol. LVI

1

SaId he COUldn't find a shirt that didn't wrinkle around the
collar. You see( he ,vas oftc!1looking jn two directions
at once, or eatmg and talkmg on thc telephone.
Hard on a collar."

"1' guess he can really hold his heads up now," said One.
"Yep. He figures h: getS fout times Inore wear from Cent
than from other slurts. Of murse,·he actually only gets twk!;
the wear. He just figures in bothlieads."
.
~ne of the men visited Brown at Christmas, and found
\t was all true.
.
,
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14 Organizations
Try Out Saturday
·For Stunt Night

Faculty to Provide
3Act Floor Show'
With Fleck as MC

Stunt Night try-outs for places
for the final program to b~ held
Mar. 26 will run all day Saturday
in Carlisle Gymnasium; Pat Davis
and Phyllis Burke, co-chairmen, announced today.
Eight sororities will begin their
try-outs at 10 Saturday morning
with the six fraternities scheduled
to begin at 1 Saturday afternoon.
The sororities, in order of their
appearances Saturday· morning,
are: Alpha .Delta Pi, Delta Delta
Delta, Town club, AlplJa Chi Omega, Pi· Beta Phi, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Clii Omega, and Kappa
Alpha Theta.
" The fraternities for Saturday
~ternoon are.: Kappa Sigma, Sig.
ma Chi, Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta
Theta,Pi,Kappa Alpha, Sigma AIplia Epsilon.
All performances will be judged
on points. The basis of the pointa
are: originality 25! performance 25,
costumes and sett,mg20~ l)1us!c 20,
and overall 'elrect 10. - .
. - .,Each skit will be limited to 10
minutes, including time to get on
and off stage, the chairman stated.
Expenses· may not run more than
$25 for any organization and the
group chairman must present an
itemized statement of total expense.
Each skit must have a minimum
of 10 players with no aid 'from
'alumni or outside the active members of the sorority or fraternity.
Five sororities and five fraternities
.' will be selected from the try-outs
for the final show on Stunt Night,
One week from Saturday, Mar. 26.

BY JUDY NICKELL .
Want to buy a professor?
Seven UNM professors will be
sold at auction to the highest bidder for four hours of manual or
mental labor at the World University Service dance Friday night.
Those who can't afford professors
ean go to the dance to watch them
perform in a three act floor show.
To be sold to the party or parties
with the most money to spend on a
professor are Dr. Allan Richards,
assistant professor of government;
Dr. Howard McMurray, professor
of government and head of that department; .Ralph Tapy, professor of
electrical engmeering; Peter Lunardini of the language department; John Poore, assistant professor of art; Dr. John Suttle, associate professor of chemistry; and Dr.
Wilson Ivins, associate professor of
education.
Students wishing to get evan
Wjth;odogetsonle help: oll. eightweeks exams from their professors,
will have a golden opportunity to
put them to work. The only thing
needed to make one ·of these· "sensationally fabulous" purchases is
enough cash to out-bid the others
who might be after said professor.
Frats, sororities, and other organizations .have, in the. past,
walked off with qUIte a few "slaves"
as it's always easier to pool the
resources of that many students
for the purpose of a little fun at
the prof's expense. John Farris and
Jack Housley will be auctioneers
Friday night.
In addition to the auction, the
faeulty will put on a talent show
Continued on page 2

Had St. Patrick returned to the
part of earth around the UNM campus yesterday, he would have seen
many strange things going on in
his name. St. Pat is the patron
saint of the engineers on campus
who proclaimed yesterday, St. Patrick's Day, a holiday.
'
The idea behind the holiday was
to capture anyone . not wearing
green and try them before an Engineer's Court. Girls caught not
wearing green would be carried
bodily to the Blarney Stone and
kissed. The Blarney Stone is behind the Science Lecture Hall.
lnteresting developments resulted when another Itroup of college
men, composed mainly of Arts and
Sciences students, took offense. No
group to be pushed around, they
got the jump on the engineers at
11:30 night before last by painting
the Blarney Stone orange.
At 12:30 a.m., engineer guards
chased two more A & S men away
Cont. on page 4

"What did you do?" They knew he did something about it.
• "Simp!e. 1 got him the Van Heuse!! Century shil'twith the'
e~dl1SIVe soft coll:lr thatwoll't wrinkle ever! I got him
different collar styles and colors. $3.9.5 for the white,
$4·9.5 for th.e colors !Ind superfine whites. You should have'
seen the grms on hIS faces when he saw how those collars
stayed neat all day and night without starch or stays."
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Seven UNM, Professors
Will Be Auctioned Off
At WUS Dance Friday

Engineers' Holiday
Takes a New Twist
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"I'm afraid Worthal has flunked his fina!."

ACROSS
1. Scorch
5. CicatrIlC
9. A lasso
10. Tenor
11. Turned out
12. Plant
furnishing
aniseed
14. Polynesian
drink
15. Llttle girl
16. Music note
17. Pertinent
20. Qld Dutch
(abbr.)
,21.Pineh
22. Measure
ofland

Cryptogram Quotation
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I 1. Rascal
ACROSS
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Applications Now Open
For Lobo, Mirage Staff

Written applications for editor
ilnd business manager of the Lobo
and Mirage for next year are now
being actepted. The application
deadline has been set for Mar. 31.
All applications must be addressed to the Chairman of the
Publications Board, room 108, Administration building. They milst
include a summary of the applieant's qualifications and in the case
of the editol'S, a statement of the
editorial pollct.
Applicants must be upper elassmen,regular1,. enrolled in the uniVerllity and ·have an over-all grade
point average of. at least 1.3.

MARAIS AND MIRANDA

Balladeers,to Sing
At UNM Mar. 27
Josef Marais and his wife Miranda, highly versatile balladeers, who
will be. presented inBn.Albuquerque
concert March 27 in CarIislo'-Gym
by the Universit;y' of New Mexico
Program Series, are as much at
home in a children's eamp or Army
barracks as they are in a concert
hall.
Marais and Miranda have, by
their ereative arrangements, adapted the folk song to every possible
musical medium, from swing to
opera, and they have performed in
every kind of auditorium in 40 of
the 48 states.
Although the couple has been
singing as a team only since 1947,
their repertoire and skill are the
result of long years of study, research, and experience.
Josef Marais (rhymes with ''hur_
ray") spent his childhood on a
sheep farm in the South Mriean
Veld, where the colorful tunes and
tales of a Hottentot herdsman
(whom he later immortalized in a
book, "Koos the Hottentot") kindled his enthusiasm for folk music.
Later, a talented violinist, he
went to Europe to study. Eventually he settled in London where
'his mastery of South Mrican folk
songs led the English Victor Phono·
graph Company to record his songs
in the Mrikaans language.
These records were heard by an
NBC representative who broultht
the young singer to New York
where for three years he broadcast
the well known program Mriean
Trek.
When Marais gave up Trek to go
into the OWl in 1939, he made the
most fateful step of his career, because it was there that he met
Miranda, a native of Amsterdam
who was also a member of the Afrikaans and Dutch Division of the
government ageney.
.
. Although they worked together
every day, three years passed before Marais learned that the pretty,
brown-eyed assistant. was hlso a
sinlter. "I was afraid to tell him,"
explains Miranda, "for fear he'd
think I was trying to get on the
radio!' But hearing him one day
1'ceord some Dutch Bongs, she ex·
citedly joined in.
"When I heard that voice," says
Marais, "I realized it had a clear,
nnive quality perfect for folk singing, That was the beginning of OUl:
eareer together. A baritone and a
soprano are not the most usual
combination of duo singing, but
that very unusualness enabled us
to produce new vocal colors in our
music."
Marais and Miranda made their
Town Hall debut just six years
Continued on page 2

PUT YOUR LITTLE FOOT FORWARD: Star women fnculty dancers
for the World University Service fund show for necdy students at the
student union ballroom Friday night 8:30 to 12 will include left tI) right:
Shirley Edelstein, modern languages; Georgene Barte and Imogean McMurray, both in home economics; and Dean Lena Clauve. They will dance
to the tune, all in keeping with the Friday night show, "I Want to be Evil"
.
(Skrondahl photo)

Lobo Nine. Meets Community Award
·KAFB at 3P. M. Sought by Greeks
High winds and dust once again
;put a clamp on baseball nractice
Wednesday at the UJ'Jiv4!l'sity of
New Mexico, but Lobo eoaeh George
Petrol has hopefully scheduled
scrimmage games today, Friday
and Saturday to help take up the
slack.
Today the Lobos will meet the
34th Air Division team from Kirtland AFB in a scrimmage to be
played on the UNM diamond beginning at.3 p.m.
Maj. Raymond "Hap" Spuhler's
Wolfpup freshman aggregation will
engage the varsity in another
scrimmage affair Friday afternoon,
same place, same time. Saturday
the. Lobos will s!!rimmage 'against
Continued on page 2

Fourteen University 'of New
Mexico organizations bavjlalready
registered in competition for tile
CommUnity Action Award, Kay
Mosher, chairman, announced today.
Miss Mosher said. that she is expecting at least another eight or
l() groups to sign up before the
judging date April 26.
The jud!fes will be. Mrs, . J. R.
ModralJ, Fmdley Morrow. and Dr.
Ellis Scott. Winners will be announced for Honors Day, May 5,
Miss Mosher stated.
The groups will be judged on
their eontributi(lDs to the better.
ment of the community.
Those that have already .filled out
entry blanks .include: Chi Omega,
Pi Beta Phi, Kappa Alpha Theta,
Alpha Chi Omega, COsmopolitan
club, Kappa Sigma, Bandelier hall,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Delta Delta
Delt, Spurs, Pi Delta Theta, Town
club, Sigma Chi, and Alpha Delta
Pi.
.
Entry blanks may be obtained at
the UNM personnel office, Miss
Mosher said.

lewelLegend
Told by Movie
"Pearls of the Crown," made in
France in 1938, will be the featured
film Saturday night in Mitchell
hall on the University campus.
Sacha Guitry wrote, directed and
stars in the movie version of the
famous legend of the four huge
tear-drop pearls that hung from
the cross pieces of the British
State Imperial crown.
Guitry begins his story in the
early part of the 16th Century
when Pope Clement VII tries to
obtain them for his niece, Catherine de Medici.
The story follows them through
history and the investigation covers
five centuries, ten countries and is
recounted in three languages.
Many famous historical figures
appear who have possessed the
pearls at one tiille or another~
Guitry himself plays four parts,
among them~Franeis I of France
and Napoleon III. Len Harding
plays Henry VIn and Erillete Za.
coni is east as Clement VII; JacqueCAN CAN GIRLS (left to right) Anne McMordie, Sue Strange and Son- line Delubac plays Mary Queen of
dra ·Schrom will perform for UNM students Saturday night at the Cos- Scots and the Em~res8 Josephine
mopolitan club sponsored party, An Evening in. Paris. Students not be· and Barbara Shaw IS Anne Boleyn.
longing to the club will be admitted for fifty cents a couple. The party will
No short will be shown. Showings
be in building T-20 and last .from 8 p.m. until. mi~night. with 11001' sh~ws will beat 7 and 9 p.m. in room 101,
at 10 and 11. Other featUres of the party are smgmg walters, flower gIrls Mitchell hall. Sinltle admission
and Apache dancers..
(Photo by t.amb) tickets wll! be sold at the door.
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